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Pres’s pen

Gee I can't believe that nearly 4 months have gone by since the AGM. It has been a busy time for the
Club and thanks to all that attend our functions but we would like to meet some more members
especially people with the panel vans they would look good in our displays. I am hoping the editor's van
will be ready for The GM Owners’ Day as this is a bi-annual event that attracts hundreds of quality
cars. Seeing that this is the 45th anniversary of the mighty EH, we need to show our girls off in all
their splendor.
July was theAGM and some new faces were elected to the Committee (Welcome aboard) I have already
seen the eagerness amongst the team especially the social club group. Keep up the good work.

Summer is just around the corner and we have a full car-lendar for the next six months so there should be
no excuses not to take advantage of the great Perth weather and for supporting your club.
November sees two major outings, the first being the Shannons Show n Shine in Narrogin where best
club display pockets $3000. The other is the clubs' foundation event, the GM Owners Day at Blue Steel
Oval. (see entry form inside) Both of these events are mandatory concession 404 and
MUST be well attended by the club.
We had a visitor from the Early Holden Club of Auckland who wanted to meet up with some of our
members while holidaying here in Perth in July. Sheryl is the Secretary of the club and owns an EH
Holden. Thanks to Phil and the committee for putting on a wonderful spread and to all that turned out on
the day and made it most memorable for Sheryl. So impressed was she that the next newsletter for the
EHCC was all about her holiday in Perth and the newsletter is filled with some great pics of our cars.
Well done to all. You would be welcome any time Sheryl.
August saw us cruising to the Beverly Fair for a show and Shine and then on to the Bonfire Night and
farm stay. I had heard this was a great event that gets held every 2 years. We had nearly 20 cars at the
show and the weather was fantastic. We had a record 15 EH's cruise to the farm and set up camp. The
bonfire was spectacular but even more so as a Ford Falcon was placed on top of the fire. Well done and
many thanks to the Doncon Family who out did themselves for this event. It will go down as one of my
most memorable moments with the club.
September saw the first ever EH Car Club of WA coastal cruise and we had around 9 cars turn up even
when the weather wasn't quite the best. Well done to Em and Glenice for the work they put in it was a
great cruise and we will have to do it again maybe in the summer time.
We now have 77 members that can receive club info via e-mail. If you have an email address and haven't
received anything from me you need to email to my address president@ehcarclubwa.org.au so that I
can update the records. It makes life so much easier to send info in one hit then sitting down and writing
out envelopes. Expect a few e-mails from me soon, e.g. The GMOD entry form
Well that's enough from me. See you at the club events.
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At the AGM we passed a motion to allow EJ owners to be financial members of the club. Rest assured
we WILL NOT change the name of the club to include the letters EJ. I am however pleased to report
that we now have our first EJ member.

THE Goss

Well it seems that news of our club has crossed the ditch to the land of the long white cloud as we were
paid a visit by Sheryl the Secretary of the Holden Car club of NZ. Sheryl was invited to join the
members for a casual BBQ at the Veteran Car club and was impressed by the number of cars that rolled
up.
On the ASR front some information has trickled out from the committee with the basic program and the
entry fee cost. If you plan on entering a car it will cost you $280, the wife / hubby is $250, the tin lids
are $190ea. This covers all meals etc for the long weekend.

Uncle Phil has had a few trips to the hospital over the last couple of months and we are pleased to report
that he is almost back to his best and that the wagon is now back home and he is putting her back
together.
The Committee is now more than just the President with the Events group relishing the freedom to
organise some terrific outings. Plenty of members ventured out for the Coastal Cruise last month, but
unfortunately not too many rolled up for the Mundaring Show. I guess that with Bathurst on the timing
wasn't right?
The GM Owners, Day is on the 23rd of November and I trust that all members have pencilled
this day in and will have their girl there. This is a major show for the club and a peoples' choice will be
held for best original and best modified.
You may notice a lack of club photos in this edition as it appears that the Editor is the
only one with a digital camera. You don’t need to be Lord Lichfield to take a picture of
cars, so please if you want to see club cars in the mag, then send em in!
Last issue we 'outed' Mitch O'Brien for being a mates with a Ford owner, I'm pleased to report that when
given a sledge hammer, he went to town on the Falcon at the Club's Bi Annual Beverley Show and Bon
Fire night. Jaimee Nolan was also vicious with the Ford and didn't need to be shown twice how to
swing the sledge hammer.
FYI the Prez has been busy cluttering up the kitchen table with all things EH and we can all look
forward to a full on summer of cruises and static events.
Those of you connected to the outside world via the WWW will be receiving run information via e-mail.
This is an effective way of communicating with the majority of our members. Those not on the web
will still receive a paper flyer via snail mail.
Unless you have been living in a cave you would know that it is Holden’s 60th
Anniversary and they have managed to pump out 7,000,000 vehicles. It is also the
40th birthday of the Monaro, 45th for the EH, 30th for the Commodore,
20th for the little Gemini and 20th for HSV, so there will be a few parties to
attend this year!
Ed
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Sigh! The West Aussie motorist can’t take a trick, we finally see the oil price fall from
the ridiculous high of US140 a tin to a more acceptable number below US90, the little
Aussie Peso takes a nose dive into the mid 60’s. So don't expect to see the price at the
pump drop as we buy the black gold in USD

MAIL BAG

The club gets heaps of mail and we have published just some. All mail received by the club is
answered. The club does not necessarily endorse point of views expressed in these letters. If you
would like to publish your letter or opinions in this newsletter please send in your mail.

Hi,
My dad was the primary commercial Artist for Holden adds in the West
Australian newspaper in the 60's I think, and the stills for TV adds. He
ran the commercial Art department of Addcraft Advertising Agency in St
George's Tce, (later to become McKaan-Erikson).

Sincerely,
Karen (moonfirestudio@westnet.com.au)

John & Vera,
Please except these words of appreciation from me
members of our club. I hope it may encourage others
committed to the needs of the club, you both being
Please without hesitation publish this statement of
are worthy of it.

representing the
to be a bit more
a great example.
recognition, you

I had put together one for a previous President and it was at the time
received very well.
I am a believer in encouragement and credit where due. I hope all is well
with you, and best wishes.
Regards
John Brown

Recognition for a job well done.
The Nolans, our grateful thanks firstly to John for his professionalism and his time
given as our newsletter Editor, a very demanding task. We all know that John's time
at home is only limited with his job commitments taking him around the world. It's
true he has taken the newsletter to new heights in quality and great reading. John
makes every effort to partake in all club activities. Well done John.
Vera our madam President has also excelled as our chief. Having been most
successful with the encouragement of members to join in the many events held since
taking office. A most friendly person with great people skills and heaps of energy
and seen at all events. Our Thanks to you Vera, well done also.
Past President
John Brown
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I was wondering if you might have some copies of his work, or tell me
where to find them. His name was Geoff Davies, and he died only last year
at age 84.

CAR -LENDAR
November
Maurice Brockwell Memorial Run
Sunday 9th

Narrogin Rev Heads
Sunday 19th
The Show 'n' Shine is free to enter. The driver/owner must pay through the main
gate, but no fee is charged to enter Show & Shine
Car Clubs are welcome to enter and display as a group, but only club members
cars that are Show'n'Shine approved will be permitted on the oval.
There is a Ladies Show 'n' Shine competition - the car
must be registered in your name and ladies, it must be your ride OK!!
Only cars that are entered in the SHOW'N'SHINE will be allowed to remain on
the oval during the day. A SHOW car must be just that.... on show - in other
words not locked and unattended
Prize money for best club display is $3000 plus best car also wins cash & trophy
Call Phil Elliott on (08) 9390 5626

GM Owners Day
Sunday 23rd
Bassendean Oval, Guilford Road, Bassendean. Gates open 10am 4pm. General
Admission Adults $10, Concession $7, Kids $3, Family $20.
It only happens every other year and it is a 'must do' on our calendar. We will attend
as a Club so you need to submit your entry by Nov 10. 'Judged' entries $35, 'Nonjudged' $10 . Profits go to charity so get behind it!
Call Vera on 0413 995 901

December
Club Christmas BBQ lunch
Sunday 17th
Call Vera on 0413 995 901

President@ehcarclubwa.org.au

Start at Ryrie Reserve, Como (enter from Throssell Street). Meet from 9am, first cars away at 10am.
Morning tea supplied by the Rotary Club of Mill Point for a gold coin donation. Finish at the Motor
Museum of WA, Whiteman Park. $10 per car includes route sheet and entry to the Museum. .
Enquiries 9209 6000

CLUB STUFF
FOR SALE

EH Club Merchandise
* Pens.
* Belt buckles.
* Polo shirts. (New style- see picture)
* Calendars (Vic Car Club).
* 40th Anniversary posters (A3: 420 x 297)
* Number plates
* Front Covers (A3 420 x 297)
* Rear Covers (A1 841 x 594)

One off Collectable stuff
The following items would look great
hanging in the pool room or the work
shop, not to mention next to the wedding
photo!
* Front covers A3 size for $25*
* Back covers A1 size for $60*
* 40th Anniversary A3 size for $15*
* plus postpak & postage
Does your favourite girl have those dull
and boring standard issue DPI plates?
Why not dress her up with a set of club
plates?
Plenty of numbers still available like 215,
225 etc...
E.H. Holden Car Club of Western Australia Inc
Po Box 751
South Perth W.A. 6951
e-mail : waehclub@iinet.net.au
www.members.iinet.net.au/~waehclub

A bargain at $250

Call (Treasurer) Phil on 9390 5626

EH Holden – 42 Years

Www.ehcarclubwa.org.au

Call (Treasurer) Phil on 9390 5626

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

HOLDEN HR EH steer col & box $100, Banjo diff &
t/shaft $150, early Commodore buckets, excel cond
$200 pr, HR complete rear bumper $150, HR disc brake
front end & Salisbury diff $1200 ono, 465 Holley carby,
on Redline manifold, suit Holden 6 $550 ono, HR Prem
centre console, complete $200 ono. Edgwtr. 0412829-766

HOLDEN EJ /EH, ute, 1963, gd 161 eng, needs
lower panels, needs susp & steering work, runs
well, baby blue exterior, black leather bench seat, 3
spd on steer col, wood panel bed $6500 ono.
Yokn. ph Jay 0404-405-107

HOLDEN EH-EJ drs $60. Mrly. 0407-986-887
HOLDEN EH 1964, Premier, sedan, unfinished project,
too much to list $12,500. Northam. 0428-225934
HOLDEN EH 1964, wagon (2), 1 excel body, suit
project $3000 for both ono. Kngsly. 0447-952840 or 9309-6642
HOLDEN EH front nose panel incl stone tray, great
cond $450 ono. Inloo. 0402-946-446
HOLDEN EH Special, auto wagon, gd cond, 6 mths lic,
plus spares $5700 ono. Sprwd. 0417-950-275 or
9434-1493

186 Engine Block :standard bore size, chemically
cleaned, (suit recon) $100
2 only 13''x 7'' H.R./E.H. Rims , Sandblasted
+painted $75
Set of 6 Hypatec Pistons (new in box) +rings for
202 holden, 3.625'' std size $100
Also good used E.H. clutch kit, speedo cable,
assorted side mouldings .
R.H. front ,R.H rear, door shells (need work) .
driveshaft yoke - - connects supra gearbox to
holden 6 driveshaft $35
E.H.windscreen (some scratches) $20
Brake Pads:new old stock - -fit the H.R. Discs. $40
the set.
Club Member Barry :
9438 2496 or 0402 357985

HOLDEN EH 1964 Special, sedan, new 2 pack paint,
deep dish chrome, warm 186 extractors, chrome work,
CD, excel cond $12,500. Crmr. 0419-096-484
HOLDEN EJ/EH, drs (12) $10-$40 ea or $140 the lot,
king pin front ends (2) $50 ea, front bench seat, needs
reupholst $60 ono, (3) RH front guards $60 ea.
Mrabka. 0439-370-787
HOLDEN EH 1964, Special, auto, all orig, genuine
83,000 miles, log books, orig purchase receipt, 2nd
owner 11 yrs, some spares $10,500. Inloo. 0402946-446
HOLDEN EH sedan body, for street rod or restore, gd
floors & subframe, no motor, g/box or diff, will not
separate $1000, HQ bonnet, vgc $500, grey motor,
rebuild or parts $200. Gidgnup. 9574-6868

If you have something to sell, or are after that hard-to-find bit,
contact John Nolan with the details. Club classifieds are free
for anyone with something “Holdenesque” to buy or sell.
Please note that “Wanted” requests will generally be accepted
for Club members only.
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Classifieds

TRIPLE CARBS

Near the start of my project, I picked up a set of triple Weber 45 DCOEs out of the Quokka for $550,
they'd been lying in a shed for 20 years or more.
I took them home, disassembled them, and went to see Daryl at Automotive Tuning Centre in
Welshpool for some advice on jet sizes and rebuild kits.
I was considering selling them but Daryl assured me that “they are the best carburettors in the world”

I did manage to get assistance from Peter (who owns an EH) and his wife Carol (she is into Chevs) the
proprietors of Holley Parts Wholesaler in Bassendean as they supply all Webber parts. Peter gave me a
Redline catalogue which describes the correct jet sizes for these carburettors on either a street or 'full on'
red motor.
My next task was to source a device called a synchroniser, to correctly balance the carburettors when
they are running so that one is not 'gutsing' all of the airflow and the other is not starved of airflow.
I managed to get an Elderbrock (Made in China, no longer USA) synchroniser for about $80, from the
Outlaw Speed Shop in SouthAustralia.
Having the right tool for the job made it possible to get the engine to idle correctly and take the EH for
the first test drive.
Another book that has lots of helpful information is “Weber Carburettors” by Pat Braden. The book
explains the carburettor in detail and an interesting fact is that they operate on very low fuel pressure,
i.e. 3½ PSI which I obtained by the use of a Facet Electronic fuel pump from Veale Autos in Redcliffe.
The Fuel pump and [ AU falcon fuel filter] are located under the boot beside the fuel tank. The Facet
fuel pump cost $130.
With the fuel problem now sorted it was onto the next issue, and that was the vacuum advance for the
electronic ignition. As it happened I was inAuckland for 2 weeks and after searching through the phone
book I found a Weber Carburettor specialist. I went to see him and he advised me not to use a vacuum
advance system. When I got back to Perth I took the distributor to Schultz Auto Electrics in Willetton
and they re-graphed the dizzy and blanked of the vacuum advance.
February this year I had the EH on the Dyno check at ''X speed'' in O'connor showed 161 hp at the back
wheels and the carburetors air /fuel ratio mix , good power. I haven't had to touch the carbies since then.
Cheers,
Barry

The Cover Girl
Josh King rolled up to the AGM in this little number. Apparently it
was a little old ladies car from South Australia. The original dealers
decal (John H. Ellers) is still intact on the back window.
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I cleaned, re-kitted and fitted the 34mm venturis that Daryl had given me as the existing ones were too
large. As it turns out so were the 6 main jets and the progressive idle jets too small! But I discovered
this some years down the track when I had got the 202 in the EH up and running. Daryl had sold the
business and retired and I couldn't locate another Webber Expert in Perth!

RUN REPORT

The club event held on the 16th of August was a success. We had nearly 20 vehicles on display at
Beverly with the weather being absolutely perfect for us.
15 of the EH cars came back for the overnighter as well as a few ringins. Cliff did not let us down on the
night. As promised we had a Ford Falcon that was bludgeoned to death by the children wearing safety
goggles and sledge hammer in tow. And boy did they get to work on it. (Scary stuff because the kids
were bloody good at vandalizing the car.) It wouldn't be complete until Mitch O'Brien got up on the
vehicle and showed the kids how to finish off. He loved every minute of it.
Next came the savouring moment as they lit the fire and boy up she went. It was a sight for sore eyes.
Lucky I had my camcorder so you won't miss out on the event as I taped every moment of it.

Of course we had a few members who lasted till the wee hours of the morning but not the Pres. I ducked
away at midnight and tucked myself in bed.
The morning was gorgeous. We all awoke and started to pack up our tents and sleeping bags then it was
off to work for the committee to cook brekky for the members. Brett and Glenice were great. Brett and I
did the eggs, bacon and left over snags the toast baked beans and juice was up to Glenice.
With everyone fed Cliff took us on the back of the truck up to the car dump which to the guy’s delight
was fantastic. Mitch was happy he found something up there which he put on the truck quick smart.
I gathered the remaining troops around and said our thanks to Cliff, Viv, and Drew who were rapt that
we all had a great time. Then they produced a pot of yabbies for us to eat before we left the farm.
It was a wonderful weekend and something I will remember always of the great friendships we formed
with the old and new club members.
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We tucked into some nibbles and light ales before we got into the famous Doncon soup which was
marvelous. The BBQ was lit and everyone enjoyed sharing the great salads the ladies of our club had
made.

Hello all, can anybody advise 100% for sure that an EJ drivers door, or any of the doors will fit an EH? I thought
they would fit, with the only difference being the exterior moulding. I have a problem where the EJ drivers door I
purchased for my EH wagon does not line up correctly with the guard. I'm hoping it could be the hinges rather
than the door that is out of whack. Before I purchase another pair of hinges, I would like to know what the story is.
Thanks in advance.
Doug.
Hi Doug,
All EH/ EJ doors are interchangeable. As you say, the only difference is the strip. The only different doors are
BACK sedan and wagon doors. Wagon back doors are about 2cm longer along the top of the door frame than
sedan doors - wagons have a slightly larger back quarter window than sedans. If your front door doesn't fit the
problem must be in the alignment. Check that the mudguard doesn't have spacers between it and the body to move
it out.
David

Hello Everyone, I am looking for advice and points of view. I am trying to decide which of 3 engines to put in my
Premier sedan. I have a fully rebuilt 3.3 ltr black motor from a VK Commodore with the fuel injection. I have a
3.8Ltr Ecotec V6 from a VS Commodore currently running in an old Volvo I have.
I also have a injected 5.0ltr V8 from a VT Commodore. I am not sure which way to go at this stage. I have had the
3.3ltr tucked away for 4 years now but recently came across the 5.0ltr. I know the V8 is more cost but that is ok.
How much harder would it be to do the V8 over the 6? I also feel with the V8 I am compromising the integrity of
the car somewhat. The V6 is a very strong motor that powers the Volvo beautifully but the old girls body is
terrible so I might choose to wreck it.
Any thoughts, comments or ideas on this would be very welcome as it will help me in my choice. The 6 would run
a trimatic and the V8 or V6 a TH700. Another choice I need to make is if I go for the 6 should I fit the VK fuel
injection or should I go for triple webers, dellortos or SU's.
Thanks in advance for any advice.
John
Hi John,
What are you going to do with it? Race or street?
The V8 is a lot heavier and will probably affect your handling and steering.
Personally, I'd sell all the motors and go for an earlier non-pollution red motor and save all the pollution gear
hassles. The V8 and V6 will probably need a collapsible steering column, bigger brakes, demister, and a chassis
kit for the V8 at a minimum.
For normal street use a 179 or 186 with Commodore electronic dizzy, cam, stage 3 head, exhaust and triple 1 3/4
SUs would get my money. It would be thousands of dollars cheaper than a V8 or V6 and just as much fun if you
don't intend to race it. You could always get an early block machined to take your black motor internals. I have
always run SUs without any trouble and got good economy and performance. The trick is to bite the bullet and get
a good set up (new?) rather than something old with worn, leaky, throttle shafts.
Just my thoughts and there are probably plenty of people who will disagree with me.
David

Http://au.groups.yahoo.com/group/ehholdenchat/messages

WEB CHAT

HYDRA-MATIC

Driving the Hydra-Matic means two pedal simplicity with a hydraulic brain selecting the gear for each
combination of car speed and accelerator position.
Driving the Hydra-Matic means a self contained unit operating on time proven hydraulic and
mechanical principals.
Driving the Hydra-Matic provides complete control of the car. There are no free wheel periods. The
engine is always for use as a brake on the over run.

With Hydra-Matic transmissions, the improved Holden offers:
Advantages of automatic transmission.
Less wear in engine parts,
?
? Smoother getaway,
? Relaxed crawling in dense traffic,
? No crashing of gears,
? Improved isolation of rear axle from engine vibrations,
? No clutch pedal,
? No jerky starts,
? Asaving of more than half the driving effort,
? Full braking of engine always available,
? AND, the assurance that it has already been proved by millions of driving miles in the U.S.A.
and Europe.
The disadvantages of automatic transmission
Initial cost,
?
? Reduced performance,
? Increased fuel consumption
? Mechanical complexity.
On the steering wheel is a conveniently placed illuminated selector indicator with six positions these
are (from left to right): PK for park, N for Neutral, D for drive, S for special intermediate gear, L for low
gear , R for reverse.
PK or Park position means the transmission is in neutral but the propeller shaft, rear axle and rear
wheels are securely locked by a safety device. Of special importance, a safety switch prevents the
engine from being started unless the selector pointer is in either the Neutral or park position. This is an
additional precaution to prevent jumping away in gear. Back up lamps are fitted as standard equipment.
These lamps will light automatically with selection of Reverse position.
N is the neutral position
D (Drive) is the normal driving position starting ing first, shifting automatically into
second, then into top, the Hydromatically shifts back into second by treading hard on the
accelerator.
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The extremely dependable unit is entirely enclosed and requires only routine servicing every 24,000
miles, simply by changing the oil, the oil filter and checking linkage adjustment. No other servicing is
needed except for the normal inspection every 2,000 miles to see if “topping up” with oil is required.

S (special intermediate gear) means extra speed on a steep climb or extra breaking on a steep
decent to save brake wear and driver fatigue, and additional passing speed on the highway.
L (Low gear) is for maximum engine braking on very steep descents, for maximum pulling power on
steep climbs, or for rocking out of bogs.
R (Reverse) cannot be engaged unless the car slowed to almost a stop. To engage reverse the selector
is lifted over a stop. It is prevented from being accidentally moved into this position at speed by a safety
device.
The selector has improved illumination for night driving, and the illumination can be dimmed together
with the instrument illumination to suit personal taste.
WHAT HYDRA-MATIC MEANS

It eliminates most of the wasteful slippage and loss of power usually associated with fluid drive
transmissions.

Hydraulic power to change ratio and to fill and empty the fluid coupling comes from an engine driven,
variable output pump minimum power is used to maintain working pressure and output is increased to
make changes of ratio. Slippage is minimised because of a highly efficient fluid coupling to cushion
changes of ratio.
An oil cooling system ensures that the hydraulic fluid is always maintained at an optimal operating
temperature.
Mechanically, the unit comprises the fluid coupling and two sets of epicylic gears in series, providing
four forward speeds, neutral and reverse.
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The secret is the hydra-matic principle of the fluid coupling which is rapidly filled and emptied to
switch from fluid to geared drive and back again, to give the best of both systems.

GOOD CAUSE

Wednesday, 04 June 2008

A 1963 Holden EH Special Station Wagon restored by disadvantaged young people with the
encouragement of the late Peter Brock
'Blessed by Brock' EH Holden or auction
A 1963 Holden EH Special Station Wagon restored by disadvantaged young people with the
encouragement of the late Peter Brock was auctioned by Shannons in Melbourne on Monday June 2
with no reserve price.

The late Peter Brock was the patron of the Whitelion EH project and launched it in June 2006, inspiring
many participants to join. His aim and that of the Whitelions organisation in rebuilding the Holden was
to develop team members' confidence and self-esteem as they learned and practised new skills.
Penfold City Holden staff provided on-going encouragement and technical support throughout the
project, while a number of other automotive organisations assisted with parts and services.
Shannons, who auctioned the EH at no charge, say the vehicle with its 149-cid six-cylinder engine and
three-speed manual gearbox with column shift has been nicely and correctly restored.
In front of an enthusiastic crowd at the shiny grey wagon with its white roof, period sun-shade and red
vinyl interior sold for $19,750, approximately double the anticipated result, a tribute to the skills of
those who lovingly restored the Australian classic and the legacy of Brock, the patron of the EH White
Lion Restoration

Info@ehcarclubwa.org.au

The shiny dark grey wagon with its white roof, period sun-shade and red vinyl interior is the result of
nearly two years' work by the Melbourne-based Whitelions Young Lions team in conjunction with
volunteer mentors at Penfold City Holden of Burnley.

The big six o

The nation's streets have featured Holdens for 60 years and they're a key part of our popular culture.

Holden turns 60 in November. From the hump-backed 48-215 sedan, through the chrome and fins of the
EK, and the mod colours of the XU-1 to today's Euro-style Commodore, Holden has been a regular part
of the Australian streetscape for six decades. Holden sedans, utes, wagons and coupes - most of them
fabulous and most of them faithful - are a regime of machinery as old as Britain's Prince Charles.
The first Holden, serenaded by then prime minister Ben Chifley and a 10-piece orchestra, rolled off a
Victorian production line on November 29, 1948.

A ute followed in 1951, the updated FJ series arrived in 1953, the year Some Enchanted Evening was a
big hit on the radiowaves. This facelift saw a bolder grille, new colours, more accessories. This
cemented the Holden name in the marketplace and eroded some of the standing of foreign imports, the
likes of theAustinA40.
Motoring moved forward, yet this Holden brand drove on to dominate local sales for many years.
Through the 1950s and 1960s Holden claimed more than half of Australian car sales; most full-sized
Holdens were, in their time, the country's best-selling car.
There remains much pride in Holden's products and achievements, even if it is owned by Detroit, where
General Motors this year celebrates 100 years of car-making.
The original Mr Holden ran a leather and saddlery business in Adelaide in the 1850s. In 1914, Holden
and Frost began making local car bodies to fit to imported chassis. In 1931 the American General
Motors formed a partnership with Holden's Motor Body Builders to become General Motors-Holden's
Limited.
The FJ gave way to the more modern FE. With an all-Australian designed body, the FE model made the
front page of the newspapers in July 1956. There were more colours, more features, a station-wagon
version and now a sizzling 53kW from the old 2.15-litre motor.
There followed the FC and then the 1960, American-influenced FB. It looked, with eyes half-closed,
like a shrunken Chevrolet.
The tail-finned car was a little larger, the engine a little bigger with 56kW and Marty Robbins had a hit
with the song El Paso.
The EK Holden in 1961 was another facelift but brought a three-speed automatic transmission to the
options list, the famous Hydra-Matic.
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It was a four-door sedan, adapted from a US design and powered by a 2.15-litre engine producing
45kW. It cost $1466 and became a big seller, renowned for performance, ride and robustness.

In July 1962, and now facing competition from locally-built Ford Falcons and Chrysler Valiants,
Holden launched the EJ.
It carried a modern style and introduced the tres fancy Premier line to the Holden range. EJ Premiers
had leather-covered bucket seats up front, wool pile carpet, whitewall tyres, metallic paint and a heater.
The EH Holden of 1963, priced from $2102, was one of the most successful ever, with styling that gave
the cars a bigger, more solid look. To complement this new architecture there were new engines - the
149 and the 179 with 86kW.
This EH also featured the beginnings of factory racetrack specials, with the S4 version featuring the 179
engine and three-speed manual gearbox, upgraded brakes, wider track and bigger fuel tank.

And now arrived one of the best all-round Holdens, the 1966 HR with reworked body, new features and
new engines - first the 109kW X2, then the flying 186S with smoother delivery of that 109kW. There
were also front seat belts and the $85 option of a four-speed manual floor-shift.
The HK arrived in 1968, a big and bold car, with the first option of a V8 engine. It also brought the first
iteration of the marvellous Monaro, a two-door coupe with attitude, and the longer wheelbase prestige
machine, the Brougham.
Prices started at $2215 for a Belmont, $2575 for a base Monaro and young Johnny Farnham had a major
pop hit with Sadie the Cleaning Lady.
The HK was followed by the HT a year later (alongside the Australian-designed Torana LC) and then
the HG in 1970, both revised versions of the HK.
And then there was the HQ in 1971, perhaps the prettiest of all Holden's production models. According
to Modern Motor magazine, this car raised the average family man's car to above average status.
Almost 500,000 HQs sedans, utes, wagons, panel vans and Monaros were sold over a three-year
production run. There was also a long-wheelbase Statesman introduced to the family.
The HJ followed in 1974, the HX in 1976 and the HZ in October 1977. The HZ was the last revision of
the HQ series and the last of the true-blue Holden Kingswoods, albeit fitted with European-inspired
handling, the much-trumpeted Radial Tuned Suspension, plus four-wheel disc brakes.
This was also the season for the TC Gemini, the movie Rocky and anAllan Moffat win at Bathurst.
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In 1965, people were off to the movies to see The Pink Panther with Peter Sellers and It's a Mad, Mad,
Mad Mad World while Holden finished off the HD, the Holden that was a bit too out-there for local
consumption; in particular with those front quarter panels, which extended past the headlights and were
thought by some to be a danger to pedestrians' kidneys.

The HZ remained in the showrooms until 1980, sitting alongside the radical and smaller VB
Commodore, based on a German Opel and priced from $6513.
The first Commodore arrived in late 1978 to much critical, and then commercial, acclaim; a benchmark
forAustralian cars through to today's VE.
Over the next three decades, the Commodore would offer more and more European-inspired dynamics
and comforts forAustralian drivers.
It would win Bathurst 1000s and around-Australia trials and by the time of the VT in 1997 had become
an all-Australian design. It would spawn many variants, from utilities to four-wheel-drive wagons to a
reiteration of the two-door Monaro. Engine choices ranged from small six-cylinder powerplants to 5litre V8s and beyond.

Holden remains a strong Australian brand, still led by the Commodore, an all-Australian car that can
trace its heritage back 60 years and still tackle a rough country road with assurance.
Bruce McMahon
July 19, 2008
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All the while the Commodore was backed by a range of smaller cars and specialist vehicles, some more
successful than others, including Geminis, Vectras, Jackaroos and Barinas.

The S4 truth

One of the most popular talking points on the EH Holden is the truth or otherwise in all the rumours
about S4's or 179M's or plainly, the 115 bhp engine with manual transmission. Let us define the
nomenclature for a start. An S4 is one of a batch of 120 Holdens which were turned out by General
Motors and as their story goes, they were produced to test production facilities. An S4 has a 179 engine
with a specially strengthened transmission including a stronger clutch, stronger gearbox and bigger
diameter tail shaft connected to a 3.55:1 final drive (this ratio is the standard Hydramatic one). Other
equipment includes a 12 gallon petrol tank, sintered metal brake linings and a power booster on the
brakes.

In the meantime the organisers refused the S4's entry to the race because of alleged infringement of the
rules regarding homologation of vehicles. (There has to be 100 cars built and sold to the public before
an entry is accepted) G.M. immediately rectified this situation and after alot of bickering the S4 was an
accepted entry. The Victorian dealers however did not re-enter their cars and the result is now history.
The Holdens lost wheels, rolled over, demounted shock absorbers and got into all sorts of bother. A
steadily driven Sydney entry finished second and the S4 looked like it was going to be put in a cupboard
and forgotten.
Public demand has since warranted the production of the 179M but that is all it is a normal EH sedan
with a 179 engine - no large petrol tank, no special brakes and no otherArmstrong modifications.
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At this time of that particular year, final organisation was being carried out for the Armstrong 500
production car race and the release of the S4 naturally led to rumours that G.M. produced the cars
especially for the race. Meanwhile about half a dozen Victorian Holden dealers, realising the potential
of the cars entered in the race to be held at Bathurst in October. Their cars however, were another
variation on the 179 in that the engines were meticulously prepared with static and dynamic balancing
and dynometer tuning. They also had small bulges in the front seats, which provided better support
than the normal ones.
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Wales, has done it again by attracting a
world record number of utes and blue
singlet-wearing patrons at its annual
Ute Muster.
A total of 7,242 utes filed through the
gates, 1,000 more than last year, with
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